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THE WEEKLY KAIMIN
VOL. VI.

UNIVERSITY OF M ONTANA, MISSOULA, NOVEMBER 2, 1911.

FRAIS ANNOUNCE SPIKES CARY’S

PAN - H E L L E N IC

F R A T E R N IT IE S

N O. 7

BRUINS W ALLOPED BY UTAH AGGIES
V IC T O R

P L E D G E D M EN S A T U R D A Y ,
O C TO B E R 28.

In O n e o f the Best G am es Ever Seen on M ontana Field M orm on
B oys

SORORITIES ALSO BID

S core

T ou ch d ow n

M URDOCK

OF

KANSAS

G IV E S A U D IE N C E IN S T R U C 
T IV E ADDRESS.

and Placem ent K ick — Bruins
APTLY ILLUSTRATED

Forget Sou nd o f W h istle and L ose C hance for T ie.

Three Woman Societies Distribute Bids

I Ta lk Sparkling with W itty Stories
went around end for 25 more yards it
Cleverly Told— Best on Course
looked as though another touctidown
and hardest fought football games ever
T H E GAM E CONDENSED.
ber Wear Ribbons.
Since Mark Twain.
was
to
be
made.
The
next
attack
was
seen on Montana field, the Utah A gri
repulsed, however, and Batt tried a
Average weight of teams—
After a most strenuous rushing sea cultural College eleven last Saturday
kick from placement.
He missed.
Montana, 154 lbs.; Utah, 168 lbs.
son lasting six weeks, the fraternities beat the University of Montana eleven
The patrons of the University Lec
Winstanley then kicked to Batt, who
Number of Punts—
and sororities ended the excitement on by a score of 8 to 0. The game from
came back 15 yards. A forward pass ture course on Tuesday night were
Montana, 16 times; Utah, 32 times.
Saturday by pledging. This year has
from Crookston to Jones netted seven treated to one of the rarest treats that
start to finish was fraught with spec
Number Yards Gained in Line—
jseen a more enthusiastic display of
yards
and Bossard made it first down can come from the platform. The ocMontana,
281
yds;
Utah,
384
yds.
rushing among the girls than in any tacular runs and feature plays. From
on a double pass. Taylor then failed casion was the Presence °n the platNumber
of
Forward
Passes—
form o f Victor Murdock. For an hour
previous year. The addition o f a neiw the spectator’s point of view it was as
Montana, 6 for 89 yds; Utah, 2 for |to gain and Batt made a perfect goal
woman’s sorority fraternity to the two good as any football game ever seen. A
next play. Score: |and one- haIf he tola of the doings o f
|
from
field
on
the
32 yds.
already here, made the competition blunder caused the defeat o f the Bruins.
IUtah 8, Montana 0. Time, 14 min- Ithe insurgents and of the happenings
Number of First Downs—
in congress in such an interesting way
greater, and the interest more intense.
utes.
At any rate, it was responsible for the
Montana, 9; Utah, 11.
that everyone was sorry when this
After parties and dances, dinners and
For
the
rest
of
the
half
both
W
inMontana is the first team to make
Iwonderful orator had finished.. His
joy rides, the different fraternities touchdown made by the Aggies.
a first down against the Utah A g  |Stanley and Batt resorted to the talk was not at all in the nature of an
It was in the first ten minutes of the
have settled to the sincere and earnest
|punting game. The half ended in 1
gies this season.
oration, but was a series of very pleaspurpose of their college work. The second quarter that the Varsity lost
minute, with the ball on Montana’s
i ing stories told by a master of theseveral woman’s sororities take pleas the game. This occurred when Umpire
[40-yard
line.
j story telling art.
ure in announcing
the following McGee blew his whistle to call an o ff
side play. The Bruins were in posses brought the ball back to the starting
First Session— Second Half.
I Senator Dixon, Montana’s senior sen
pledges:
point
hefore.
being
downed.
W
instan
Kappa Kappa Gamma— Misses Edna sion o f the 'ball on Montana’s 40-yard ley punted to Bossard who returned
In the third quar-ter the Bruins ator, introduced the speaker. Murdock
Rankin, Cecile Johnson, Alvina Hodg line. Winstanley received the ball to the ball 30 yards. Schweitzer was rallied. Winstanley kicked to Bos- I and Dixon are warm personal friends
punt, and as he did so the umpire blew
|and Dixon’s introduction was made in
son, and Dorothy Sterling.
yard and Batt Isard, who was downed after returnWinstanley kicked the thrown back for
I a personal way. Dixon expressed a
Kappa Alpha Thita—Misses Esther his whistle.
kicked to Owsley, who came back 10 1°? the- ball 15 yards. Dornblaser in
Birley, Frances Page, Merle Kettlawell, ball 25 yards; while the ball was in yards. Winstanley kicked to Batt, who tercepted a pass, but on the next play Ifear that the people of Missoula would
not agree with Murdock on all of his
the air the whistle was blown again.
and Marguerite Bonner.
kicked to Owsley who muffed the ball. Utah made a successful pass which
Delta Gamma—Misses Mabel Lyden, The Montana men at this second sig Kirby recovered it. Taylor failed to netted five yards. Utah was then pen- : points. Judging from the applause
i Dixon’s fear was unfounded. The
nal quit trying to stop Bossard, who
Cora Harmon, and Cecile Kramer.
gain at end and Crookston was stopped alized five yards for off-side. Here
|things about which Murdock talked
Owing to the fact that Sigma Nu ran unmolested across the goal line.
the
Varsity
took
the
rally
which
pre
at the line of scrimmage. The first
were told in the unsurpassable Mur
The cause for this mistake was that
withdrew from the Pan Hellenic Coun
quarter ended with the ball in Utah’s vented the Aggies from coming near
dock way and met with the approval
cil early in the year, and pledged after the whistle o f the umpire and the ref possession on her own 45-yard line.
scoring any more during the contest.
of all.
school had been in session three weeks, eree were so nearly alike that the men
Dobson intercepted a pass. Montana
Became an Insurgent.
Utah Scores.
there were only two fraternities to on the field could not distinguish them.
got the ball on her owm 40-yard line.
One o f the best things of the evenabide by its rules in regard to Pledge When the second blast came it sound
Winstanley
went
around
right
end
for
I
It was in this, the second quarter,
ing was the telling of how he became
Day. .According to the Pan Hellenie ed to the Montana men that the play that Montana allowed the Utah man, la Sa*n ° f 18 yards. A forward pass
an insurgent. It was at the door of a
must
be
stopped.
They
quit,
thinking
rules Pledge Day was set on the 28th
through a misunderstanding of whist- from Winstanley to Owsley gained 26 simple divisor that Murdock laid the
yards. Winstanley went around rig h t!
on which day Sigma Chi and Iota Nu that the referee was stopping the play. les, to make the touchdown.
blame. Not that he is sorry, but it is
Several
Varsity
men
kept
right
on
after
pledged.
I When the quarter opened Batt end for three yards. Winstanley was j just hs well to blame something. In
After a banquet, held at the Palace the second signal of the umpire, but I kicked 25 yards. The ball went out of thrown for a loss and the onside kick '
the report of the finest statistician in
hotel, Friday night, the members of these were called o ff by their team bounds at Montana’s 40-yard line. which followed was a success, but the ]
the country Murdock saw a little error.
mates.
ball
went
to
Utah
because
it
was
the Sigma Chi fraternity returned to
Winstanley kicked, and as the ball was
The total number of pounds o f mail
The stars on the Mormon’s team
their chapter house on University
snapped Umpire McGee blew his claimed that the ball did not go 20 which were carried by the railroads,
were
Schweitzer,
Brossard,
Taylor
and
avenue, and after midnight pledged the
whistle to indicate that Montana was yards. Batt punted 30 yards. Ows-1Iand upon which basis the railroads
following men. Coburn Maddox, James Crookston. All of these men showed off-side. After Winstanley had kicked ley made a small gain. Winstanley
were paid for carrying the mails, was
Haines, Lewis Hunt, Maurice Meagher that they were football players able to I and the ball was in the air he blew it was thrown for a loss. Winstanley
divided by the same number 6 when
cope
with
any
team
in
the
country.
then
punted
35
yards
to
Brossard.
and Paul Gervais.
again. The Montana players stopped,
the railroads were carrying mail six
The
story
in
more
details
follows.
It
Several
passes
.by
both
teams
went
I
The members of the Iota Nu frater
thinking that the ball was being called
days in the week as when they were
shows how evenly the teams were
nity gathered at the home of John
“ dead.” This gave Bossard, who had astray here. Then more punting was carrying them for seven days in the
Taylor, up the Rattlesnake valley, matched.
received the punt, a chance to run resorted to. The half ended with week. The divsor on the seven-day
The First Quarter.
where a smoker was held Early Sat
over the goal line unmolested. Batt Montana in possession of the ball on Icarryng should have been seven. By
her own 40-yard line.
urday morning they pledged the fol
Utah won the toss and chose to kick failed to kick goal. Score: Utah 5,
I this mistake, which had been overlowing men: Otis Baxter, William to Montana, Montana took the south Montana, 0.
The Fourth Quarter.
I loked by everyone who had examined
Vealey, Millard Nesbit, Bert Kelly, goal. There was no breeze, so the
Bossard received the kick-off and I
The rest of the game was mostly a the postal service, some 144 congress
George McGuire and Edwin Stanley.
kicking advantages were even. Batt returned the ball five yards. Batt punting affair, with the honors even. men and a few experts, the governkicked to Winstanley on the Bruins’ kicked to Kelley, who made a fair The final score was Utah 8, Montana 0. Iment had lost $5,000,000 a year. MurM O R E L A W BOOKS.
15-yard line. Winstanley came back catch. Here the Varsity assumed the I
|dock found this and became an insurg, ent on the spot. He caused the- divisor
10 yards. Winstanley booted 35 yards. aggressive for the first time. Owsley I The teams lined up as follows:
The Law Department o f the Univer The ball was fumbled and recovered went through right tackle for nine I Montana
Position
Aggies |to be changed.
I
sity o f Montana has now a law library by Dobson. Again Montana punted and one-half yards. Winstanley tried Hunt .......... . ..................... Jones (Capt.)
All that missed Murdock have real
which, so far as completeness is con and it was Utah’s 'ball on her 35-yard the same place for four yards, mak
Left End
cause for regret. He is the best story
cerned, is excelled by few in the coun line. Utah could not make her gain ing it first down. This was the first Dornblaser .................................... Caine teller we have had here since Mark
try. In fact, the only thing which through the line. After two attempts time that the Utah aggregation had
Left Tackle
j Twain. He is for the people all of the
could make it more complete would be Batt punted 50 yards to Winstanley. had first down made on them this Conner ......
! time and makes no bones about it.
the addition of the English, Canadian Montana again booted on first down'. season.
Owsley went through right
Murdock, unsolicited, at the beginLeft Guard
and Irish reports, and these with the Utah recovered the ball. Taylor cir tackle again for four yards. W in
Ining of his lecture took a few minutes
exception o f the chancellory reports are cled end for five yards, Bossard fol stanley went through the other side
to tqll of the University Lecture course
Center
seldom used as references.
lowed with two and Schweitzer made of the line for a gain of five yards. Day, Thieme, Forbes.....L. Schweitzer for this year. He said, after he had
The National Reporter system, which it first down. Jones failed to gain. Owsley then went through left tackle
j finished, that the course was the best
Right Guard.
includes the Atlantic, Northeastern, Schweitzer got one yard and with the for a gain of three yards and made it Klebe ..........
he had seen booked for any place. He
Northwestern, Southern, Southeastern, ball on the 45-yard line Batt tried a first down. The ball was then on
has seen all of the numbers and de
Light Tackle
Southwestern and Pacific reporters place kick. No damage. It was Mon Utah’s 15-yard line. Owsley and W in Wolfe, Day, Thieme.......... ...... Peterson clares them to be the best which any
has recently been completed. A full tana’s ball on the 25-yard line. W in- stanley both tried the line, but only
lecture course can procure. The lecture
Right End
set of the Century and American Di- I Stanley punted 35 yards. Crookston made one-half yard each. Crookston Kelly ......;....
... Brossard course deserves the support of all the
gest has been placed upon the shelves, came back 15. A forward pass netted then intercepted a forward pass. It
people of Missoula in getting together
Quarterback
as has also the Key Number system
25 yards, Schweitzer was stopped with was Utah’s ball on her 2-yard line. Winstanley (Capt.) ......... ................... ■ such a list of high class talent.
The Harvard, Columbia, California. no gain and after Jones had been Batt punted 30 yards. Owsley tried
....................... H. Schweitzer, D. Jones
and Illinois law reviews are expected thrown for a three-yard loss Batt to fair catch the ball, but dropped it
DR. B OO K A W A Y .
Left Halfback
to arrive in a short time. These law tried another place kick. Winstanley and it went to Utah. Montana was Owsley ..
reviews are monthly publications, con- punted 50 yards, Crookston came back penalized five yards in the next play
| J During the last week Dr. Book has
Fullback
taining dissertations on various im- 10 yards. Bossard was thrown for a and another exchange of punts fol Dobson ..................................
Taylor ! been in Lewiston attending a ’ teach
portant cases by men conspicuous in loss and Utah was penalized for off- lowed. Montana got the ball near the
Right Halfback.
ers’ institute. Dr. Book was invied o
the professional and teaching branches side. Taylor got four yards on end, middle of the field and tried an onReferee—Rowe, Michigan.
speak on Philosophy and Education. He
o f law. The Harvard Review consists IBatt then kicked to Winstanley who side kick.
Taylor caught the ball.
Umpire— Magee, Idaho.
Idelivered a series of nine lectures. Dr.
o f some 24 volumes, as does also the |signaled for a fair catch, but was Taylor then went around end for 15
Field Judge—Cunningham, Michiga
Book will return on Friday.
Columbia review. The California re- i tackled, Utah lost 15 yards for this, yards. Bossard then tore off 30 yards
view is a creation o f the present year. Batt punted 35 yards to Owsley, who around the same end. When Jones
Big Poison game Saturday.
Big Poison game Saturday.
Saturday Morning— Large Num

In one of the most hotly contested

J
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1911.
CALEN DAR.
Nov. 11.— U. of M. vs. M. S. S. M. at
Missoula. Football reception.
Nov. 16.—University Lecture Course.
Nov. 18.— U. of M. vs. Gonzaga at
Spokane.
Nov. 21.—University Lecture Course.
Nov. 24.— Co-ed Prom.
iN M EM O R IAM .

Sunday morning's papers cast a
gloom over the University, when they
told the news of Charles Lange’s death.
Lange was hurt, while advancing the
ball in a practice game at the Agricutural College, and paralyzed in his en
tire body below the armpits. For three
weeks he lingered, until pneumonia at
tacked his weakened lungs, and he
died, after bidding his old high school
friends good-bye.
Lange was in the prime o f his youth
—just entering upon the last, long pre
paration for his life’s work, at the
very beginning of his college career—
the happiest days of life. He was a
typical college man. His good fellow
ship, his happy smile, his extreme can
didness, his ability in athletics, readily
secured him a place in the hearts of his
fellows. Striving for a position on the
football team, hoping thus to 'be able
to elevate his alma mater to distinc
tion, he was stricken. He evinced true
college spirit—he showed the college
spirit that every college man should
show ;—he suffered without a whim
per, asking that the schedule be not
cancelled on account of his ihjury.
Until the last he displayed the same
keen interest in scholastic affairs,
which characterized his life. His loyal
ty, his patriotism, and his ambition
brought about his death and a whole
state sorrows.
GOOD W O R K , Y E L L L E A D E R .

One o f the best things developed in
the University this year is the or
ganized cheering. Until the Utah Ag
gie game there had been no occasion
for much cheering so it was not known
by outsiders just, how good a crowd
had been organized by the University
yell leader. In the rooters’ section of
the bleachers on Saturday the rooters
were in full force. The section had
been especially decorated for the game
in the colors of the institution. Under
the direction of the yell leader the
best cheering that Montana has had in
some years was brought out.
Between the halves a drill was given
on the football field. This shows that
some of the students has the right

“T H E S L U F F E R

H. H. Bateman

IN C O L L E G E . ’’

The following clever editorial is clipped from the “Washington Daily,”
originally from the "Daily Princetonian.” It holds good at Princeton,
at Washington, at Montana— everywhere.
“ Editorials, as a rule, are not interesting. But if they bore you, think
how awful it must be for the man who has to write them every day,
day after day, world without end.
“It is easy enough to fill this column. It is easy as it is to fill a
money-bag— with moth-balls. But the poor man who comes along,
picks it up, and instead o f finding something worth while finds only
the stale, musty smell of last year’s hand downs. The function of an
'editorial is not to fill a column, but to praise, to blame and to suggest.
As it is much more difficult to praise and to suggest than it is to
blame, an editor' is therefore one of those men who spend most of their
time looking for trouble. And he usually finds it. But there’ is nearly
always something on which to write an editorial. I f there is not any
thing, then there is nothing, and that is what we have chosen to write
today— nothing.
“It is appalling to look at the number of men in the University who
do— nothing. Men who have ability, but spend their days killing time,
doing nothing. Men who seem to have no ideas of their own, who pro
duce—nothing. Men mho take things ready made * * * But men
who give the world—nothing.
“ Look at them in any lecture hour. They are either asleep or hunt
ing eagerly through the morning’s ‘Prince’ for typographical errors.
Look at them in their rooms, studying, maybe, but learning—nothing.
Talking, perhaps, but saying—nothing. Day after day they shuffle
through their bromidic existence, they travel the easy road of unpro
ductiveness which leads from Nowhere to Nothng * * * You can
pick fifty men in each class who do practically everything done by that
class, and there are an equal number who do absolutely— nothing.
W hat is their value? Nothing. Yet, after all, they have their place in
the system o f things; they are the nth term in a rapidly converging
series.”

Jwon’t stop at any of these fountains
for it.
| “ Can’t you call the attention of the
|‘poiwers-that-be’ to this matter in the
Ipaper? It’s no use having these wall
|ornaments. Not one student in twenty
Iuses them. They are too much bother,
j I have noticed for a' long time that
hardly anyone stops here. Of course,
II’ve seen some come up here and stand
I for a long time. You know though who
that is. It’s some of those guys with
j cases. They favor these things. It
Igives them more time to talk to their
j lady friends. They can come up here
and have a good excuse for sticking
T H E SO PH ON T H E D R IN K IN G
around for any length o f time up to
F O U N T A IN S .
an hour. Everyone who is passing or
who happens to pass thinks that they
“ Say,” shouted the Sopth to The Kaiare waiting for the water to get cold
min man who was passing, “ain’t this
and so, of course, they don’t think any
----- - thing a peach?”
thing o f seeing these people stand
“ What’s the trouble noiwi?” queried
there so long. They know how long it
the representative of the weekly “ or
takes for this water to become fit to
gan.”
drink.
“W hy,” came back thfe answer, “I’ve
“ If we are not going to get any use
been standing here fo r a half an hour
out of these drinking fountains, if they
trying to make this thing work. I
are merely hung up here to be orna
haven’t got all day to try this out. I
ments, let’s get Herr Kessler to take
am supposed to be gleaning knowledge
them down and hang up another pic
from a book in that lab. there, but
ture of Sacajawea.”
when I got a hold of this thing
the learning was all o ff and now I
PAY A DOLLAR.
have to spend the best part of the a ft

Montana spirit. The making of the
block "M” out of the rooters was very
pretty. It made a hit with the crowd.
It is things like these that are good
to see. They demonstrate in a way
which no other thing could demonstrate
that there is now spirit in the Univer
sity, and also that the spirit is of the
right sort.
To the new yell leader is due, in a
large measure, the good showing of
Montana in the bleachers at the last
game. He has been working hard and
deserves the support of us all.

ernoon in getting a decent drink.
“ Oh,” exclaimed the news gatherer,
Have you read this paper through
“ it is that drinking fountain that is Don’t you think it is pretty good?
the cause o f all this uproar.”
Now, we’re not talking to you, with
“ Sure,” answered the Soph. “ This is the complacent smile, because we know
absolutely the worst excuse for a you have already paid up. But how
drinking place I ever saw. They talk about you over there who sneak in
about saving the water. It seems to
and borrow your best friend’s copy ev
me that this is mighty poor conserva ery Thursday? W e know you read it
tion. Here I have been holding this
because you wouldn’t miss the news,
handle down for at least ten minutes
and if it is worth reading it is worth
with the water going full force. That
paying a dollar for. The support of
took a lot o f water I know. But taste
the students is necessary to make the
the stuff. It isn’t cold yet. I’ll make
paper a success, and by students we
you a bet. I’ll bet that I have caused
mean not only the Kaimin staff and a
more water to run out of this faucet
few staunch old-timers, but everyone
since I’ve been standing here than
from the youngest Freshman up. We
would have run out o f it in a whole
don’t say that the paper is everything
day if it were allowed to run at a mod
that it should be, but at least we are
erate pace. And, worse than that, the
doing our feeble best to make it rep
water isn’ t fit for a person to drink
resentative of the everyday life o f the
now. It gets hot standing ' in those
University. Pay your dollar. It’s only
pipes. Talk about a sanitary drinking
fair to us, yourself, and to the school.
place. This is worse than nothing.
That warm water is anything but san
E N G IN E E R S ’ M E E T IN G .
itary. a much abhorred public drink
____
ing cup would be a germ killer besides
Wednesday evening the Engineers’
|this warm water as far as being good
Club held a meeting in Science Hall.
fo r a person is concerned.
“I wish we had those old style san ILeo Baker acquainted those ’ present
itary faucets back. They are all O. K. with the working principles of blockYou could stop and get a drink with signal systems. Geo. Kiebe discussed
out having to miss a class.' This thing the latest developments in aeronautics
is worse than nothing as far as fur and R. D- Sloan concluded the program
nishing water for the student body. Iby giving an instructive talk concern
Unless a fellow has a lot of time or is ing engineering work in the United
The program
nearly all in for a drink of water, he States forest service.

and

Company

DRUGS, BOOKS AND STATIO N ER Y
(Agents for Remington Typewriters)
337 N. Higgins Ave.
Phones: Bell, 260 R ed; Ind., 1655
SCHLOSSBERG’S
SCHLOSSBERG’S
T H E SH O E S TO R E T H A T SE R V E S Y O U B EST.
W e not only serve all our patrons—man, woman and child— with the
best of shoes at any given price, but we guarantee every shoe we sell to
do its d” ty. W e guarantee the fit of every shoes. W hy? Because our
shoe, “ Regals,” are the only shoes in the world made in % sizes.
New Fall Styles for Men and Women at $3.00 to $4.65.

FOR A C U P O F G OOD C O F F E E A N D Q U IC K L U N C H GO T O

T he C offee Parlor

Pop Corn and Peanuts A . D. PRICE
Grand Theatre Pop Corn Wagon
T W O S TO R E S

J. F. McQueen, Proprietor

Phone 175, Florence Hotel Blk.
Phone 803 red, Penwell Block.

Missoula laundry Co.
R. J. MILLER,

U N IV E R S IT Y N O T E B O O KS
M O O R E ’S N O N -L E A K A B L E P EN S

Student Agent

W e carry the goods.
Price’s.

was interesting and instructive as it
presented to the minds of those pres
ent, things which are ordinarily “passed
up” as every-day happenings arid are
seldom given other than visual con
sideration.
The meeting was well attended which
naturally indicates that the engineers
are coming to realize that the organ
ization has something for them which
otherwise would not be attained.

1111

Vienna Cafe

Next to Grand Theater, on Main St

For a Good Meal
W e Excel
P R IC E S R E A S O N A B L E
Try our famous coffee.
and night.

S E N IO R C LA S S M E E T IN G .
______

The Senior Class held a brief meeting Monday afternoon, ovv r which
President Thieme presided. It was
first moved and carried that the President appoint the following committees:
Social committee, committees on cre
dentials, pins, and caps and gowns.
President Thieme, as manager o f the
1911 Sentinel, then read a report of
the expenditures and receipts in con
nection with the publication of the A n
nual. A report was also submitted by
the Junior Prom committee.
After a discussion o f the matter, it
was decided to postpone the assess
ments and dues until the exact number
of the class membership was ascer
tained.
Standing Committees of the Class
of 1912.

ALUM N I

I
j
1
|

M rs. C r o n b e r g ’ s

DELICATESSEN and BANQUET HALL

Next to Barber & Marshall
South Higins Avenue
Home cooking, consisting of bread,
meats, pies, etc. Lunch and banquets
prepared on application; also theater
|suppers—before and : 'ter.

N O TE S .

I Laura Johnson, ’10, is visiting friends
in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bonner are at
home in the Curran Flats on South
3rd street, west.
Mrs. C. T. DeW itt Grubbs (nee Caro- I
•line Cronkrite, ’00), with her husband j
and children, has arrived in Missoula,
after a two years’ trip to the Philip
pines, and is visiting at the home of
her mother.
Marjorie Ross, ’ ll, is attending Miss
McClintock’s school, 4 Arlington St.,
Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Donrielly. (nee Helen W hit- |
aker, ’10), has returned to her home j
on the Reserve after a short visit at |
the home o f her mother. Mrs. Don
nelly came to Missoula to attend the
Wilkinson-Leech wedding.
Don’t miss the game Saturday.

Open day

Phil Kenny, Prop.

Social—Whipple, Leech, Mason.
Caps and Gowns—Forbis, Rankin,
Conner.
Pins—Gough, Baker, Wharton.
Credentials—O’Rourke, Fredell, Wear.

|

Meet us at

The Fashion Club
C le a n er s and D yers
Ladies’ Garments a Specialty
Phones:

Ind., 1787; Bell, 143 Red.

Montana Shoe
Shining Parlor
Gives the best shine in the city.
Shoe repairing in connection.
507 N. Higgins Ave.

W ard Studio
335 H IG G IN S A V E .

Missoula Art Co.
Artistic Photographers
N E X T T O B R ID G E .

The Rochester
Barber Shop
A N D E R S O N & L U H M , Props.

IN G A LLS

PHOTOGRAPHER
First National Bank Block

TH E SM O K E HOUSE
M A S O N IC T E M P L E

F. H. K N IS L E Y , Proprietor

C IG AR S, TO B A C C O S , B IL L IA R D S A N D P O C K E T B IL L IA R D S .
Lowney’s Chocolates.
Pipe Hospital In Connection
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EXTENSION

COURSES

Bulletin Announcing

Lectures

Under

Preparation — Correspondence

Florence Steam Laundry
P A U L D O R N B L A SE R , Student Agent

Courses Also Offered.

DONE BY THE OWL.
In the most hotly contested game trating all his nervous energy in an
seen on Montana field fo r several attack at one point. Owsley played a
good charging game in carrying the
years, the University o f Montana foot
ball, iwas unsteady in handling punts,
ball team, in the first home game of
but clever in receiving the forward
the season, was defeated last Saturday
pass. Quarterback Kelly used good
by the team from Logan, Utah, repre
judgment in running the team and
senting the Utah Agricultural College.
never dropped a punt. He is the surest
Though the University was defeated,
man on the team in handling the ball.
ing features of the team as a whole
Conner and Klebe played a hard steady
ing features of the team as a hole
game, the former being lucky several
aside from the individual work. The
times in getting the ball on a fumble
fight displayed by the Varsity was
and the latter breaking through the
enough to make any University man
heavy Utah line and tackling the run
glad,' even in the face o f a break of
ner for a loss, to the amazement of the
luck against them, they fought to the
spectators. Klebe is surely coming to
finish, expecting any time to get away
for a touchdown. During almost the be a fast tackle.
entire half the Varsity “ booted” the
ball whenever they/ gained its posses
sion, and when they did open up the
play the attack of the backfield and
the rush o f the line was a marvel.
Outweighed at least 12 pounds to the
man the Montana men rushed the
ball by line bucks from the center of
the field to within 15 yards of the Utaih
line, where it was lost by an unlucky
forward pass. Excluding the ends, the
Montana line clearly outplayed the
heavy Utah line. They were quicker
and from tackle to tackle the charge
was more agressive and coherent. The
University line had more to attack
than the Utah men, fo r nowhere has
there been such massive and well run
ning interference as iwas shown by the
Logan attack. This was apparent to
every one in the stands, and all won
dered where such a mass of men could
be collected in one play. The weak
spot on the line were the two ends.
Had Montana had heavy strong ends
the score might have been reversed,
for there was where the Aggies made
their most gains in long end runs. They
made 100 more yards, two more downs.
The ends were just too light to meet
the attack of the heavy Utah backfield. Hunt at left end and Day and
Thieme at right end played a nervy
game, but were several times thrown
back by the heavy interference.
Montana’s back field was in better
condition than any time this season.
On the offense they worked together
well, either bucking the line or catch
ing forward passes.
However, the
greatest weakness was in interference
and blocking men. Repeatedly the
backfield would brush past a defense
half or end without taking him out of
the play whatever. This is the great
est fault of the Montana team. They
do not know how to block or body
check. Poor tackling was another
fault besides not following the ball con
sistently. If the Varsity ends had been
able to follow the ball as they should
they could easily have recovered half
the punts "toed” by Win'stanley, the
University captain. Utah’s great weak
ness was in catching punts. They
dropped the ball repeatedly and once
just under the goal post when a re
covery by the Varsity meant a touch
down. Utah had luck and lots of it.
The stars of the game for Montana
were Dornblaser and Captain W instanley. Both men backed up the line
on defense and were perhaps in every
play. The big “ Dutchman” is a tower
of strength when it comes to stopping
a play or breaking the interference and
allowing “Windy” to get the man with
the ball. These two men work well to
gether and tackle hard. Schweitzer
had to be taken out of the game after
a couple of tackles by the Montana left
tackle.
Dobson, in the backfield, played a
really whirlwind game for the Missoula
men. To see him tackle the big Utah
backfield men was “good for the eyes.”
Dobson plays with all he has in him
and he has that faculty o f concen

The Utah men are square players.
They play hard and there is no one
we would rather lose to than the Utah
Aggies. Y o uare good sports, Aggies,
and we want you on our schedule
again. W e will get rid o f the "jinx”
next time.
•‘W in dy’s” toe, or rather his leg, gets
better all the time. His punts this
time showed direction, were high and
several o f them rolled on the ground
away from the backfield man. That is
the way to make a long gain for sooner
o<* later the deep field mar is going to
miss one and with a speedy end will
“nail” the ball.
During the latter part o f the game
the Montana, men rather had the Utah
“ bunch” up in the air, to diagnose their
formation. Pour forward passes in
succession is “going some.” Owsley
and “W indy” had their eye on the ball
all the time.
Did anyone ever see Kelly drop a
punt. Kelly says if he could only get
away once he would show ’em how to
do the 100 yards in less than 10 for
a touchdown. Let’s get ’em going in
the Mines game, “ Kel.”
Bozeman Game Cancelled.
W ord has been received from Presi
dent Hamilton o f the Montana Agri
cultural college that the game with
them, which was to be played in Mis
soula this Saturday, had been called
off. In fact the remainder o f their
schedule has been cancelled, following
the sad death o f Lange, one o f the col
lege’s players. There is probably none
of us who realize the sorrow that is
caused by such an unfortunate acci
dent; but all our sympathy and feeling
is with the father and mother o f the
young man.
Cancelling the game with the Aggies
will have a great effect on the Mon
tana schedule. It comes in just at the
time when the loss o f a game means
much to the development o f the team.
If we do not get a game now it will set
us back worse than anything else. W e
are sorry not to be able to meet the
Aggies in the first regime o f Coach
Dockstader, for we would like to see
what kind o f a team he has turned
out. 97 to 0 does not sound very good
to us. W e heartily wish it had been
less. Likewise we are sorry that the
Utah Aggies could not come up to M on
tana ana for the second time win every
game in the state.
Reports from Butte say that three
o f the Mines’ Players are out of the
game and one o f them has a lame
shoulder and three broken ribs. P rob
ably a case of “an eye for an eye, and
a tooth fo r a tooth.” If you don’t think
so, ask Peter Ronan. The Mines’ leftend knocked out his tooth—surely
could not have been done by straight
football—and the left-end took the
worst o f it by a hard tackle. You know
it when a Montana half tackles you.
When you want to get something
nice in the printing line be sure and
call on the Bureau of Printing.

University Text Books and
Supplies of all Kinds

Bulletins announcing the plans for
the extension work of the University
during the year 1911-12 are now be
ing prepared and will be issued prob
Drawing instruments imported di
ably next week. For the past two
rect from manufacturers.
Better
years the feature has been on trial.
instruments for less money. Call
Now it is to be made a permanent de
and see goods and get prices.
partment of the University, consid
erably broadened and improved.
Through this department the exten
sion bureau of the University of Mon
114 E. Main St.
Missoula, Mont.
tana is reaching out a helping hand to
every citizen of the state. It plans to
give practical assistance to the teach
A. G. SPALDING AND BROS.
er, the student, the mechanic, the pro
are the largest manufacturers in the
fessional and business man—in short,
world of O F F IC IA L E Q U IP M E N T
to every citizen. Not all the advan
for all athletic sports and pastimes.
tages or classes o f instruction offered
by the University can thus be brought
The
to the citizens of the state because of
Spalding
the lack o f funds to carry on the work,
'
Trade-M ark
•A iiT n tn T Itt0 .
but the University is at present ex
< A w U m itlN
is known through
tending its teaching beyond the class
out the world as a
room in at least three ways: (1) By
G U A R A N T E E OF
offering a limited number of corre
Q U A L IT Y
spondence courses. (2.) By offering
A. G. S P A L D IN G & BROS.
instruction by lectures. (3.) By the
1616 Araphoe St.
Denver
dissemination of serviceable informa
tion carried on by its department of
tension bureau of the university.
general and public welfare.
A liberal appropriation from the last
Correspondence Courses.
legislature has made it possible this
There exists in every community a year for the university to carry on ex
considerable class of persons who are
tension work under the lecture sys
unable to continue their study in the
tem much more cheaply to the local
regular courses of the public school,
clubs and societies. No railroad ex
the high school, or in a college or uni
penses will have to be borne this year
versity. There are also those who de
by the clubs. The appropriation is suf
sire to keep abreast of the times with
ficient to cover all railroad expenses
reference to the advances of knowl
of the lecturers, and the salary of the
edge which relates to their own pro
lecturers is paid by the university, so
fessions or business; others who wish
that the expense of a hall, the printing
to pursue courses for their own cul
and hotel charges are all that will have
ture and still others who wish to ac
to be borne by local people.
quire units of credit towards a uni
Public Welfare.
.•
versity degree.
In addition to all this work, the uni
Such persons have a just claim on
the state for educational opportunities versity has planned to be o f as much
outside o f the formal regime. The material and practical service as pos
correspondence study department of sible to the people of the state by giv
the University seeks to serve the ing them the results of investigations
needs of all such men and women by on any topics of interest. For instance,
offering individual instruction which a city may procure a summary of the
can be pursued in accordance with the laws governing a matter of great
requirements of each student in his municipal interest to guide the city
own home. A student desiring to administration in its enactment of a
take correspondence study can apply certain law; or information on such
for the work on blanks provided by topics as municipal organization and
the extension bureau. University cred administration, public works, public
its may be obtained for work upon ex utilities, municipal employment, paving,
amination. The courses cover work water supplies and water purification,
in education, engineering, forestry, garbage disposals, parks and play
business, administration, jeconomlics, grounds, street cleaning, etc., may be
psychology, law and general cultural furnished. This is the object of the
or liberal arts courses.
third wing of the extension bureau—
to satisfy the demand for knowledge
Extension Lectures.
Instruction by lectures is one of the in this line. Altogether the university
big ways in which a state university has undertaken a large task, but it
may be o f service to the state. To hopes to be rewarded by showing itself
stimulate 100 learners here, 50 there, of real service to the people.
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W tB tm i M o n ta n a

National lank
Capital, . .
Surplus Fund,

$200,000.00
50,000.00

G. A. WOLF,
. .
.
President
J. H. T. RYMAN,
.
.
Cashier

Missoula Trust and
Savings Bank
CAPITAL ........................ $200,000.00
SURPLUS ........................ 50,000.00
Officers:
J. M. Keith, President; S. J.
Coffee, Vice President; A. R. Ja
cobs, Cashier; R. C. Giddings, As
sistant Cashier.
Three per cent Interest Paid on
Savings Deposits.

LUCY & SONS
F u r n it u r e a n d C a r p e t s

Stop and See

I f you are looking for a first
200 in another part o f the state—be
I N T E R E S T IN G R E E K .
they home-makers, teachers, bankers,
class barber shop, drop in at
mechanics, farmers or business men
It is not often we hear news from
— bringing to them the light o f truth
and learning, is a service whose value the Greek and Latin departments of
cannot be measured by dollars and the University, and because o f this
GEO. M IL L E R , Barber
infrequency we regard it all the more
cents.
Under
First National Bank
favorably
when
iwe
do
hear.
Lecture courses were successfully
A new interest in Greek seems to
conducted by the University last year
in Missoula, Helena, Philipsburg, Bil hav sprung up, noticeable the last year,
lings, Butte, Kalispell, Deer Lodge, years, but particularly this last year,—
Stevensville, Victor, Chinook, Glen an interest which from all present in
dive, Forsyth, Great Falls and Hamil dications, promises to grow and flourish
ton. It is the plan to place a lecture in a manner never before experienced
course of two, three, five or more lec here.
K E Y W E S T A N D D O M E S TIC
Latin, too, comes in for a good share
tures in as many of the hundred vil
C IG A R 8
lages, towns and cities of the state as of interest, but Greek seems to be
■much preferred.
possible.
For those desiring in connection! W e are glad to learn of this inter
with the lectures to do more intensive |est in the classics. A thorough foun
work, study classes are provided at 1dation, such as the study of these lan
Agents for Johnson’s Sweet Choc
which free discussion of the syllabi guages give, is beyond measure, and
olates. “ Meet me at Kelly’s.”
prepared by the instructor will be per is never lost no matter what occupa
mitted, and outside reading will be as tion one engages in.
Therefore, here’s to the fostering of
signed and discussed. For those de
Chas. McCafferty
P. O Boling
siring to go still further, written work the little seed so well started.
will be assigned. Any organization may
Miss Nell Bullard of the class o f ’08,
apply for these lectures; local study
P O O L A N D B IL L IA R D S
clubs as well as local civic societies.. who is teaching in the high school at
Applications should be made to the ex- j Plains, was home over Sunday.
Un<on Block
East Main St.

MILLER’S

Heimbach & Kelley

Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettes

The Peerless
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BU D G ET IS C H A N G E D
Executive Committee

Revises Budget

Submitted by Manager Harkins—
Minutes Delayed in Transit.

The regular meeting of the executive
committee of the A. S. U. M. was
called to order Oct. 16th by President
Miss Worden Hostess.
Kennett, Grace Leary, Esther Birely, Hubert. Present were Messrs. Hubert,
Late Saturday afternoon, at the Madge Beatty, Catherine White, Lamar Baker, Thompson, Underwood, Hark
close of the football game, Miss Ruth Alvena Hodgson and the
Messrs. ins; Misses Whipple, Hansen.
Worden entertained the members of Holmes Maclay, A. W. O'Rourke, Carl
After the usual reading o f the m in
Kappa Kappa Gamma fraternity and Cameron, Bert Peppard, Allan Toole, utes of the last meeting, President Hu
their pledges at an informal tea at the i Massey McCullough and Donovan W or- bert reported that Dr. Freeze had
residence o f Mrs. Sterling.
den.
agreed to donate his services to the
A. S. U. M., in the case o f J. Safford.
Hallowe’en Party.
Senior Party Saturday.
President Hubert then announced
On Friday night the “Dorm’ girls
A big Senior porty is planned to the appointment of the following de
will have their annual Hallowe’ en take place on Saturday night. This bating committee, which was ap
party. Committees have been ap- j promises to be something novel in the proved: Prof. Palmer, Prof. Seheuch,
pointed and arrangements are being party line. Already the drawings by J. Streit, D. C. Warren, R. J. Miller.
made to make this the most successful which the men and women o f the class
President Hubert also reported for
are paired o ff for the evening have Prof. Palmer that the Montana A gri
party ever given at Craig Hall.
been held. The Seniors- are trying to cultural college wishes to make a two
years’ contract for debating, stipula
Mrs. Duniway Hostess.
keeP the 'whoIe matter ver>' dart"
ting that the M. A. C. pay all expen
Friday afternoon Mrs. C. A. Duniway
invited about 260 ladies to her new I Rception.
ses for three representatives this year
home on Maurice street to meet Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Johnson, Mrs. Frank with debate in Bozeman, on condition
Clayberg of Helena, Mrs. Ballantine, Keith and Mrs. Lynde Catlin were the that the University of Montana do
Mrs. Biegler, Mrs. Phillips. Mrs. Gross, I hostesses at a reception given at the likewise next year. A motion was car
Mrs. Palmer and Miss Patton. Mrs. home -°f Mrs. Johnson Tuesday after- ried that this matter be referred to
Dunhvay was assisted by Mrs. Charles noon- The hours were from 3 tm 6- the debating committee, with the
H. Hall, Mrs. A. L. Duncan and sev- and durinS' that time about 200 guests recommendation that debate be held in
oral o f the faculty ladies. During the cal'edMissoula this year on account of de
reception hours the popular Fadette
bate with Pullman in Missoula next
Theater Party.
trio furnished delightful music.
year. It was then moved and carried
The members o f Iota Nu fraternity that Prof. Palmer be requested to cor
entertained several men o f the Uni respond with Pullman about a debate
Party at Sigma Nu House.
The members of Gamma Phi chap versity at a theater party last week to be held in Pullman this year.
Manager Harkins reported on budget
ter of Sigma Nu fraternity entertained to see Miss Grace Van Studdiford in
about 10 of the “Dorm” girls at an in the “ Paradise o f Mahomet.” A fter the as follows. Football, 40 per cent, track,
theater the boys returned to the Iota 20 per cent, basebtll, 10 per cent, ten
formal party Sunday evening at their
Nu fraternity house, where refresh nis, 10 per cent, basketball, 10 per
chapter house. The affair was alto
ments were served. The guests o f Iota cent, debate and oratory, 10 per cent.
gether impromptu and the evening
Nu fraternity were the Messrs. Vealy, Motion carried to approve budget, as
proved to be most pleasant. The girls
Stanley, McG'uire, Nesbit, O. Baxter, a working basis,
with following
made fudge in the kitchen and toasted
Kelly and H. Kuphal.
changes: Football, 35 per cent, track,
marshmallows in front of the fireplace.
20 per cent, baseball, 5 per cent, ten
The automatic piano furnished music
nis, 5 per cent, basketball, 5 per cent,
throughout the evening. Mrs. W ilcox lota Nu Entertains.
The home o f John Taylor, up the debate and oratory, 15 per cent, re
acted as chaperone.
Rattlesnake, was the scene o f a merry serve, 15 per cent.
party last Friday night, when the
The following football schedule was
Kappa Alpha Theta Spread.
members o f Iota Nu fraternity and approved:
Saturday night, at the close of the
several o f their friends went up there
Oct. 21.—School of Mines, Butte;
football dance, the members of Alpha
to spend the evening. Those who were guarantee, $225.00.
Nu chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta so
in the party besides the members of
Oct. 28— U. A. C., Missoula; guaran
rority entertained at a midnight spread
the fraternity were the Messrs. W.
tee, $320.00.
at their chapter suite in Craig Hall in
Vealy, Stanley, McGuire, Nesbit O.
Nov. 4.— M. A. v., Missoula; guaran
honor of the girls who are pledged to
Baxter, Kelly, and H. Kuphal.
tee, $325.00.
their chapter.
Nov. 11.— School of Mines, Missoula;
With Professor Plew.
guarantee, $225.00.
A. S. U. M. Dance.
Professor and Mrs. Plew entertained
Nov. 18.— Gonzaga, Spokane; guar
Saturday evening the Associated Stu
the faculty and some friends in the antee, $400.00.
dents of the University o f Montana en
city on Tuesday night. Whist was
Nov. 30.— M. A. C., Bozeman; guar
tertained the members o f the Utah A g 
enjoyed during the evening, after
antee, $325.00.
ricultural College football team at a
which
dainty
refreshments
were
Leo Baker was elected basketball
dance in the University gymnasium.
served. The party was in, honor of
manager. The president was empow
A refreshing punch was served between
Miss Gene Patten o f Illinois, who is
ered to appoint a committee of three
dances. Mr. and Mrs. Duniway cha
visiting Mrs. Plew. There were about
to look up the feasibility o f an A. S.
peroned the party. This A. S. U. M.
32 guests to enjoy the hospitality of
U. M. booklet.
dance was even more o f a success than
the professor and his wife.
Special Committee Meeting.
the first. A large number o f both
A special meeting of the executive
alumni and active students were pres
N E W S FROM B E R K E L E Y .
committee of A. S. U. M. was called by
ent. If we may judge by the large atPresident Hubert at 4 o’clock Mon
tepdance at these two dances, we be
Miss Constance Darrow o f the class day afternoon. Those present were
lieve that the A. S. U. M. dances will
O’Rourke,
be the most popular social events of of 1914, a former student at the Uni Messrs, Hubert, Baker,
versity o f Montana, who is at present Misses Whipple, Wharton and Hansen.
the winter.
attending the University o f California, The minutes of the last meeting were
has written friends telling o f the good read and approved.
Sigma Chi Banquet.
President Hubert then announced the
Friday evening at 8:30 the active luck iwhich has followed her. She was
members of the Sigma Chi fraternity one of the favored few to draw a num appointment of the following commit
and its alumni were hosts at a ban ber at Standford, and at the second tee on the A. S. U. M. booklet: Leo
quet at the Palace hotel. Several semester she expects to leave Berkeley Baker and Gertrude Whipple.
A motion was carried that the execu
alumni and active members of the local to go to Standford.
The work at the University of Mon tive committee send J. H. T. Ryman a
chapter were called upon for speeches.
A colored orchestra furnished music tana compares very favorably with that note of thanks for returning the inter
during the evening. The banquet was of the larger institution. It was found est of $7.25 on the note for $145.
Assistant manager reported a gain
given in honor of Messrs. Calvin Mad necessary to work just as hard, and
dox, James Haines, Lewis Hunt and sometimes harder, for the same work j of $60 on the Mines vs. Montana game
Milton Meagher. At the close o f the here as that at Berkeley, and it is with 1in Butte, October 21. A motion was
supper the party returned to the Sig a feeling o f pride that we learn of the carried to take over the bill of $15.00
ma Chi chapter house, where the re recognition other schools take o f our for football shoes for the game. The
high standard of scholarship by allow question of advertising for football
mainder of the evening was spent.
games w.as discussed, and a motion
ing full credit for work done here.
was carried that the advertising ex
Motoring Party.
penses for the game with U. A. C.
A merry party was
held at the
KOSMOS CLUB.
should not exceed $35.
Maclay ranch last Thursday afternoon.
W ith the recommendation o f Phys
The party left Missoula in three maMiss Smith entertained the Kosmos
chines and arrived there a little after Club which met at Mrs. Effenger’s. ical Director Cary, the A. S- U. M. de
6 o’clock. Apples and cider were The feature of the evening was a pa- cided to pay $28 for the field marker,
served and a very enjoyable evening per by Dr. Reynolds on Recent Shakes and to apportion the expense among
FARRAR KENNETT, ’14, Editor.

spent around the fireplace. Those who I pearian Discoveries, including both of j the various activities in which it is
composed the party were the Misses his. work and of the man’s life.
j usea.

Best Picture Frames in Town

R. H. M cKAY,

Photographer

Room 4 0 Higgins Block

Missoula, Mont.

LUM BER D E P A R TM EN T OF T H E

Anaconda Copper Mining

Co.

Successors to the Big Blackfoot Milling Company
Manufacturers of

WESTERN PINE ANE LARCH LUMBER
Mills Located at Bonner, Hamilton and St. Regis, Montana
General Sales Office Located at Bonner, Mont.
Box Shooks, Lath, Moldings, Sash, Doors, Mill Work, Etc.
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KAIM IN SUBSCRIBERS
Will find their paper in the Kaimin mail
box. All papers in ithe box are labeled.
People who intend to pay their dollar
real soon will get a paper by calling at the
Kamin office.

N E X T WEEK
the non-subscribers names will be published
in the paper. You will feel better if your
name is not on this list
This coupov, properly filled
out and mailed to J. Haines, U.
of M., Missoula, with one dollar,
will get you The Kaimin for the
year. Do it now.
Name.....
Address..
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BR O O K S & T U R N E R
Shoes, Neckwear, Underwear, Hats , Suits and
Overcoats
In Fact, Everything Th at Young Men Wear

HIGH SCHOOL EXCHANGE

and Donald Hoffman of the same class
as business manager.
Prospects are bright for basketball
this year with Mr. Tosseland as coach
DIRECTION OF E. J. M YRICK
for the boys’ teams and Miss Francisco
in charge of the girls. The baskets are
Montana’s Premier Picture Palace
set up outside on the school grounds
Presenting Pleasing and High Class Photographs
and the girls are taking advantage oi
6— Piece Orchestra— 6
the pleasant days to develop material
for their team.
YOU A R E A L W A Y S WELCOME
Our football team is coming hard,
Entire change of program Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, Friday
but not quite hard enough, as is evi
and Saturday. Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
denced by the result o f the game ar
Missoula. More later.
Girls’ and Boys’ . Glee Clubs are
- A rt Work, Posters, Pictures, Frames.
practicing in the music department *n
anticipation of the -meeting of the
State Teachers’ Association, to be held
here December 27-29.
Glasswork of All Kinds.
Our enrollment to date is: Fresh-?
312 N. Higgins Ave.
men, 158; Sophomores, 103; Juniors,
68; Seniors, 42. The class leaders In
scholarship last month were: Seniors,
Edith Johnson and Taylor Leschner The chair said as there was nothing I
in the constitution saying it couldn’t
(equal); Juniors, Viola Marolin and i
be done, it was his opinion that a bill
Guy Hunt (equal); Sophomores, a . |
could be passed. This was discussed
Joyce Martin, B. Opal Marsh; Fresh
pro and con for some -time, and grad
men, A. Ethel Robinson, B. Esther
ually the association began discussing
Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Crum
and.'
Winifred Stinchecomb
the letter bill without having dis
(equal).
posed o f whether a bill could be passed
A Savings Department in
or not.
Dawson County High School.

Gallatin County High School.
i This party is to be given so that the
School opened September 4 iwdth an] upper class men may shorn- their ap
enrollment of 250 pupils, and a fresh preciation for the incoming class. The
Freshmen will afterwards be admitted
man class of 75.
By the end o f the first week o f ! as full-fledged members of the High
sc.’ “1 it was clearly shown that Gal- . school. All the students have been
latin 'was going to have a winning urged to join the association, for if
football team, and ever since we have they don’t belong to this, they will
been anxiously waiting for the Butte have to pay fifty cents to get into the
High game, when we will give the building. Already, the members of the
Smoke Eaters the worst drubbing of |cldss o f 1915 look quite scared in an
their lives. Although we must re-j ticipation o f their first appearance.
.. . The senate .held its first meeting
member Butte plays football..
The boys’ and girls’ literary socie - 1 Thursday, the' 26th. The senate is the
ties have picked their debaters to boys’ literary society, which was or
clash against each other for the school ganized last year. Next Tuesday
team. The Misses Matthews, Clark evening will be the first regular meet-,
and Kinsella were chosen to speak for i ing and it is hoped that all of the boys
the girls, and for the boys, Llewellyn Iwill come and join.
Luce, Dan Langohr and Lewis Gal- ! On Friday, October 27, Missoula
The interior of the Dawson County
played its second game o f inter
braith will argue.
Friday afternoon the students were j scholastic football. The game was be High school building has been greatly
entertained by Mrs. Una B. Herrick ] tween Philipsburg High sohool and the improved in appearance by the tinting
of M. A. C. Mrs. Herrick is an ex- Ilocal team. The team went expecting of the walls, mihich was done during
cellent speaker and reader and all' to have an easy victory. However, the summer vacation. Some -of the
who heard her were much pleased the Phillipsburg boys played better rooms are tinted in tan with a lighter
ball than they have been given credit shade of tan for ceiling and borders,
■with the program.
for. The teams jvere very evenly while others are tinted in green with
Granite County High School.
matched and only one score was made light tan borders and .ceiling. The
Granite County High school students by Philipsburg until the last five min borders are stenciled in darker colors
are exceedingly proud o f the beautiful, utes. In that short final play Pete to match. The rooms look much more
new, finely equipped High school Marht made a touchdown and E. Stone cheerful with the colors than they did
building they are occupying this year. kicked goal. Not content iwdth a tie, with the light gray walls.
The county superintendent, Miss
The school year started September 18, G. Miller drop-kicked goal from the
with 81 pupils, a considerable increase 25-yard line. This resulted in a v ic Harriet Kelly, visited the High school
over last year’s enrollment. The High tory for Missoula with a score of 9 the first of the week. She spent the
school faculty consists of G. T. Bram to 6. The Philipsburg High treated morning listening to several of the rec
ble, superintendent and
principal; her visitors royally. They were given itations and looking over the books in
Miss A. Price, Latin and English; a dance and banquet in the evening. our library.
Th-e Girls’ Glee club met twice last
Mr. Lever has announced that the
Miss S. Bostrum, English, German and
history; Miss K. McDonald, commer final debate on the “ Closed Versus week and at the first meeting the by
cial branches, and Mr. B. Barnes, the Open Shop” will be held Novem laws were adopted, and now we are
ber 13. In this debate the three cham ready for work in earnest, and are
manual training and coach.
A joint athletic association was re pion debaters will be chosen who will hoping for good results.
The Juniors were very pleasantly
organized this year, o f which Austin represent the High school in the in
Jarvis is president; Grace Barnes, vice terscholastic debate. The affair is- entertained last Wednesday afternoon
president; Wingfuld Brown, secretary- looked forward to with quite a lot of lay our English teacher, Miss Isbell.
interest since we have not been in the They reported on a very interesting
treasurer.
book, “ The Idylls of the King.” At
Austin Jarvis was elected captain of fray for three years.
v Senator Dixon has promised to ad least Miss Case and Mr. Gorman think
the football team.
The High School Literary Society dress the student body some time next it interesting, for they came back the
was reorganized. Star Neu mas elected week. The subject of his talk will be next afternoon and reported on it over
again.
president;
Leonine Williams, vice “Pioneer Day.”
The Fneshman class made its re
LULU WRIGHT.
president; Katherine You.ng, secre
port on “Robinson Crusoe” October 3,
tary-treasurer, and Pauline Saurer I
1911. It was an easy test. Each one
Sheridan High School. ,
was appointed pianist.
‘ The class of ’ 12, consisting o f ten
In Sheridan, on Friday, October was quizzed and several were asked
girls and eleven boys, is the largest |twentieth, the Billings eleven lined up to give a synopsis o f the story.
One of the many improvements dur
ever to graduate from G. C. H. S. The against the football team o f that city.
class officers are:
Rod Huffman, Saturday morning in the Gazette it was ing the last year was the addition of
president, and Neil McPhail, secre- ] announced that Billings had lost with a course in bookeeping. It is an elec
tary-treasurer.
a score of twenty to nothing. Details tive course and as yet there are only
One of the best football games, on of the game were not given until the four in the class. Mr. Davis, the as
the local gridiron, was played last return o f the team where it was ex sistant principal, is the instructor.
The Sophomore class reported on
Friday afternoon, between Missoula plained that they had lost for three
High and Granite sCounty High. The reasons—‘bad field, bad weather' and “ The Last of the Mohicans,” on Octo
score was 9 to 6 in f£Lvor of Missoula bad luck. Continuous rains had made ber 10. Most of the class escaped
High, Missoula winning by a drop the field ankle deep in mud and ex without a sentence, but a few had to
kick in the last two minutes of play ceedingly slippery. During the greater do penance, at a later date.
When the upper classmen attempted
ing. The Garden City boys out
part of the game snow fell which made
to “ slip one over” on lower classmen
weighed our local team, but they
it almost impossible to distinguish the
they got “foiled” for the first time in
seemed unable, during most o f the
players. The Sheridan team did very
the history of the school. The ques
game, to successfully resist their ac
•ittle signal work, but depended almost
tion was concerning the wearing of
tive antagonists. W e feel elated be
entirely upon punting. On Thanksgiv
“ D’s” without earning them. The up
cause of the showing our boys made
ing Day a return game is scheduled per classmen said it shouldn’t be done,
against a heavier' and more experi
with Sheridan, and each member of the
and the lower classmen, out of ob
enced team. The work of both teams
Billings team expresses the greatest stinacy and desire for excitement,
was excellent. In the evening the
confidence in the ability of Billings said they iwouldn't pass the bill. So
Athletic Association tendered the vis
to wipe out the ‘old score and pile up a Phillips went around quietly and seiting team a reception and dance in
new one entirely to their credit.
Icured the majority votes of the memthe Firemen’s hall. The Garden City
Monday afternoon Professor Cooley, I bers o f the Athletic association. Ho
boys are most congenial and we hope
the
entomologist
of
the
Bozeman
agri
wrote a bill stating that those who did
to have the pleasure of entertaining
cultural college, gave a short address certain athletic work should be al
them again in the near future.
Professor Cobleigh of the Agricul to this school on the Rocky Mountain lowed to wear letters. But Thursday
tural college, delivered a lecture to our woodtick and its connection with spot afternoon the ’’ insurgents got busy
students on “ Applied Chemistry,” Os- ted fever. He stated clearly and con and bribed one of the upper ciassmen
cisely what had been learned o f the (they didn’t have brains enough them
tober 19.
tick—its nature and habits, and the selves) to try and find a flaw in the
IRENE M. ANDREWS,
great progress made toy experiments in constitution. He found it and a very
Correspondent, Class ’12.
determining the infection o f the fever lively discussion arose at the meeting
upon animal and human life.
Friday. The meeting was called to
Missoula High School.
order by President Arthur Butler, and
The Students’ association is now
the question was open for discussion.
Great Falls High School,
coming to the front. On Friday, the
third, a party will be given under its i Arthur Wright, 1912, was recently Donald Barnett immediately asked the
management to the Freshman class. I elected editor-in-chief o f the Round Up 'chair if it were legal to pass a bill.

BIJOU

SIMONS PAINT COMPANY

TH E FIRST
NATIONAL BANK
Connection.

The bill written by Phillips was read
by the president, which is as follows:
Letter Awarding Clause—The letter
awarding committee shall be composed,
of five members of the Athletic asso
ciation or of four members and the
principal. Upon report of the man
agers of the respective teams, they
shall award “D’ s” upon the following
conditions:
Three full games of basketball or
parts of six.
One full game of football or parts
of two.
One full game o f basketball and
parts of four.
Two full games of basketball and
parts of two.
Two full games of baseball or parts
of four.
One full game of baseball and parts
of two.
To any member who has taken part
in an annual track meet.
The above conditions shall be ap
plied only to games with other High
schools.

F. S. LUSK, Pres.
Vice Pres., E. /

F. H. ELMORE,
NEWLON, Cash.,

H. S. HOLT, Asst. Cash.

Barber & Marshall
T H E SO r 1TH S ID E G R O C ER S

The Stuff for

Lunches and Spreads
GANDY, CAKES,

F R U IT S

Student Trade Solicited

L IS T E N
Our best argument about W alkOver superiority is the shoes them
selves. Investigate, and you will

Hoffman then wanted to. know why
substitutes didn’t receive letters also.
C A R L S E N ’S W A L K -O V E R
Phillips then explained that the wrong
bill had been read and pulled another
BOOT SHOP
paper out of his pocket and handed it
Higgins Ave., Near the Bridge
to the president. The second paper
was the same, as the other one, except
that substitutes were provided for.
Hoffman at once suggested that Phil
lips had put that in to get Dick Seig’s
vote. Phillips then got off an im
promptu speech. The president then
said that the Board o f Control would
take the law into their oiwm hands if
Best coffee and best lunch house
the Freshies couldn’t s.ee their own
in the city. Waffles— Remember the
advantage in passing it.
hours, 11 a. m. to 1 p. m., 5 p. m. to
The question of the legality of pass
8 p. m. Open day and night.
ing a bill then came up again, and it |
was decided that a bill couldn’t be
passed without first having amended
W. E. W H E E L E R , Prop.,
the constitution. Such an amendment
was then introduced, which will be
voted on at the next meeting.
At the meeting next Monday, -when
the amendment is voted on, the Letter j
Awarding Clause will also be voted | G E N E R A L E L E C T R IC S U P P L IE S
on. If, however, the lower classmen Construction and Repairs, Fixtures,
Bells, Batteries, Etc.
Ivote the bill down the Board of Con- ,
Both Phones
116 Higgins Ave.
trol will issue a proclamation forbid- j
ding any member of the association |
iwiearing a letter unless he has earned
Iit. And be assured that the upper
J E W E L E R A N D O P T IC IA N
classmen will enforce such proclama
Repairing a Specialty
114 East Main St.
Missoula, Mont.
tion.
OLIVER PHILLIPS,
Correspondent.
“W E DO N O T D IS A P P O IN T”

Wear Walk-Overs

The Minute
Lunch Roon
509 North Higgins Avenue

J. A. Cavander
J . D. Rowland

Butte High School.
I The first copy of the Mountaineer,
! the High school paper, was out MonIday and proved to be a pleasing num
ber. The paper is receiving the full
support of the school.
A meeting of the Mountaineer staff
was held Monday to discuss the best
method of getting students to con
tribute to the fiction of the paper. It
(Continued on Page Six).

TH E

Butte Dyeing and
Cleaning Works
C L E A N IN G , P R E S S IN G A N D
R E P A IR IN G
Plumes, Kid Gloves, Furs and
Evening Gowns a Specialty, French
Dry Cleaning Process
JO IN T H E P R E S S IN G C L U B
Paul Dornblaser, Student Agt,
Phones— Ind. 1688, Bell 500 Red
508 S. Higgins Ave.
Missoula

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

il>octetp Pranti Clotfiesf
A R E STANDARD

A. S. U. M. D A N C E .
There will be an A. S. U. M.
dance held in the gymnasium on Sat
urday night. Th is is in the nature
of a reception to the Poison foot
ball team, who will play here Sat
urday. Don't miss the game or the
dance. A good time is assured ev
erybody at both events.

CHOCOLATE SPECIALS
One-half Pound Box
One
“
“

-

-

-

25c
50c

Regular 35 and 6 0 c sellers and w e
guarantee them nice fresh stock : :

The Nonpareil Confectionery

STUDENTS SHOW SPIRIT
Y E L L IN G A T U T A H
— V E A L Y HAS

GAME G R EA T
BROKEN

SPELL.

To University
Students

The University spirit has started .
something, or rather something has
started University spirit. Everybody
who was present at the game Satur
I f you would shop economically, yet with all the dignity that
day knows that college spirit has
comes from shopping at a high grade store, you will be drawn
taken a new lease on life which bids
When you think of clothes, think of Society Brand.
fair to become permanent. Yells were |
with irresistible force to this store.
They have the qualities o f fabric, authentic style and fin 
given and songs were sung last Sat
ished tailoring that make for the most satisfying appear
urday with their old-tim e vigor and
ance.
enthusiasm. The fun began at two
____IT IS M ISSOU LA’S BEST STORE____
o’clock when all the students who had
IT IS M ISSOU LA’S ECONOMY CENTER
assembled in front of the Isis theater,
Other Makes $15.00 to $40.00
started a procession down H ig g in s!
avenue. Marching three abreast and
singing "Hail, Hall the Gang’s All
M
Here” (expurgated),
the
students
formed a spectacle which could not
fail to arouse “ the natives.”
After I
they had marched up and down H ig
Phones:
Bell, 338; Ind., 571.
gins avenue two or three times and |
THE
given yells when it suited the pleasure |
of the crowd, which was very often,
S TU 
the students took a special car for |A G R IC U L T U R A L C O L L E G E
the University. On arriving at the
D E N T D IE S F R O # ’F O O T B A L L
“ Qualtiy Printers”
F IR S T Y E A R M E N A P P E A R ON ! T E L L S S T U D E N T S A B O U T R E C E N T football field, the rooters found a spe
IN JU R IE S .
C A M P U S W E A R IN G C U T E
j
IN A U G U R A T IO N O F P R E S Icial section reserved for them and j
Printing Engraving
draped accordingly. From the min- j
H EADGEAR .
j
D E N T V IN C E N T .
ute the teams appeared on the field, I Charles Lange, the student from the
Special Rates to Students
until the end of the game, the rooting Agricultural college, who was injured
There are bulletins out announcing
110 West Spruce St.
Official assembly was held W ednes j was fast arid furious All the new j in a practice game o f football at
that the freshmen caps have arrived,
day morning at 11:30. An interesting j songs and yells were given in addition Bozeman three weeks ago, died at his
but so far we have failed to see many
talk was made by Dr. Duniway, tell to the nine rahs for every hero, the home in Helena Saturday afternoon
of the freshmen adorned with the said
ing of his trip to Minnesota. The Siren making the hit of the day. Be- Iat three o’clock. Lange’s death came
i '.ps. Someone has suggested that, as
student body assembled passed a mo tween the halves a good old-fashioned about in a peculiar manner. The first
the caps are green and fit closely, we
tion instructing the secretary of the Iserpentine was indulged in. A line o.f and secod teams of the Agricultural
have not been able to distinguish them
Near the University. By far the
Associated Students to send a message students, stretching clear across t h e 1college were in a practice scrimmage
frcm the rest of the freshmen’s anat
swellest residence district in the
of condolence to the Montana A gri football field, twice paraded the length on the evening, of October 9, and
omy. However, although this sounds
state
of Montana. Prices moderate.
cultural College and to the fam ily of of the field and then, forming them Lange, while advancing the ball for
Terms easy.
plausible to a certain extent, yet we
Charles Lange expressing sympathy in selves into the letter M, marched the first team, was struck simul
have a feeling that the caps are not
around, giving songs and yells, and taneously by two men, one from the
their late bereavement.
receiving the meditation and consider
incidentally proving one of the big- front and one from the rear He colReynolds’ Presents.
ation they should at the freshmen’s
gest attractions of the day The fact lapsed and was at once given medical
Dr.
Reynolds,
chairman
of
the
Pub
F R A N K P. K E IT H
hands. W e have seen only three little
that the U. o f M. team met with re- attention by a physician who happened
Secretary
red buttons on top o f freshmen, as a lic Exercises Committee, told o f the verses and suffered defeat, did not i to be on the sidelines watching the
.proof that the caps are actually being hard work and many disappointments dampen the enthusiasm of the rooters practice. Immediately paralysis of the
encountered by that committee in get
worn.
at all. They kept on yelling as though |lower limbs followed the shock, and
W e feel that the freshmen are over ting speakers. He then announced the game depended on it. When the upon examination it was found that
that
he
had
a
treat
in
store
for
us
and
looking one o f the greatest privileges
game finally did end, everyone on the i the sixth vertebrae of the spinal colwhich they will ever be offered—that presented Dr. Duniway who told of his rooters’ section was talking in whis- umn had been broken. An operation I
C a h s OTld T r a n s f e r
trip
east.
r f being able to say that for a whole
pers, leaving no shadow o f doubt that was performed by Doctors Fligeman j
Dr.
Duniway.
A u to s to Kent
the University is alive.
:year they wore a head-dress which
j of Helena and Raysdale of Bozeman,
Bcth Phones: Bell 38; Ind. 438.
The taik given by Dr. Duniway was
absolutely suited their temperment
! and the broken piece of bone, which
M IS S O U LA , M O N T A N A .
H IG H S C H O O L E X C H A N G E S .
And complexion without being forced in substance the same as the interview
was pressing upon the spinal cord,
to discontinue by changing styles. That printed in the Kaimin upon his return.
causing the paralysis, was removed.
(Continued From Page Five).
these caps are just as serviceable and He commended the spirit of the stu
After the operation the sense o f feelCrystal Barber Shop
proper when a blizzard is raging down dents o f the University o f Minnesota,
ing returned in a small measure to
Prompt
Attention Courteous Service
the canyon as when the rain is falling and told the details o f the inauguration was argued that a $5 prize for the \Lange’s limbs, tingling sensations be
Cor. Higgins Ave. and Cedar Street
in sheets from the clouds, was proved of President Vincent o f that institution. hest story would bring about good re- j
an<^ ^ was pronounced that
Under Western Montana National
The Convention of Prexies.
by the freshmen class last year. Then,
Its. They decided to feature a foot- j the Patient mould recover, although it
Bank.
In
speaking
o
f
the
National
Associa
ball number
would be months, perhaps, before com - |----------------------------------------------------------too, think of the satisfaction the fresh
men will have in looking back to the tion o f' University Presidents, he told
The senate held its regular meeting I Piete convalescence set in. Shortly aft- !
The one on Thursday, October 26, and the fol- j er the operation Lange was removed to j which Lange was a graduate, attend
time when they knew they were fool o f the subjects discussed.
ish and didn’t care. These little caps thing that attracted the -most at lornling program was rendered: P r e - u 1*8 llome i*1 Helena and it was ing as well as two members o f the
will always 'be reminders o f that time. tention .was the matter of university pared speech, T. McMullen, "The Re- ! thought, although his condition was faculty of the Agricultural College,
Finally. Chink o f the unbounded grati control iir the various universities. cent Election in Canada;” impromptu extremely critical, that recovery would Classes at Bozeman were suspended
fication they will derive from thinking President Van Hiess o f Wisconsin, read speech, A. Steadman, “ The Recent |result ultimately, A week ago, how- ! as a mark of respect, and later In the
how they got ahead o f the rest o f the a paper upon the subject in which he Visit of the President;” debate, "R e ever, pneumonia attacked his weak- i morning the Student Senate met and
school in wearing numerals on their declared Oklahoma had the worst sys solved, That Suffrage Should Be Tak ened lungs and the end was then but i voted to cancel the remaining games
en From the Negroes of the United a matter of time. On Friday he bade Ion the football schedule,
caps. That numerals are only worn as tem and Montana the next worst.
Well Known Here,
States.” Affirmative—Donoghue, No his most intimate High school friends I
„ special recognition of achievement
Montana System Approved.

$25.00 to $35.00

t00oulai!i enmntile

TROSH IN GALA

TALKS ON TRIP

Tlon oilues

CHARLES LANGE IS DEAD

Missoula Press

Hammond Addition

SouthMissoulaLandCo.

Green & Ellinghouse

at the university is a well known fact
to everyone except the freshmen ap
parently. However, anyone seeing a
numeral op a freshman could imme
diately tell from the • "non compus
mentis” , look on his face that he was
innocent of any achievement whatever.
Consequently this little breach o f eti
quette will be.overlooked, and we sin
cerely hope that every freshman will
varv the monotony o f his busy life by
getting a cap and his lessons, next
week.
rton’t miss the game Saturdav.

lan, Lyford. Negative— Cotter, Ben good-bye.
Optimistic Always.
netts, McNaul. The affirmative won,
At no time during his illness was
2 - 1.
An indictment was returned to the i Lange unconscious. He took a keen
senate by the indictment committee, interest in the affairs at Bozeman,
charging Roy Thomas with misoon- protesting strongly that the football
! duct. His trial will come up before schedule be not cancelled on account
i the senate body next Thursday. This |of his injury. During his long sickI will be fine practice for those who ness no complaint was heard from
take part.
him; he knew his condition was preMiss Sarah Heyman attended the carious, but remained decidedly optiteachers’ institute in Deer Lodge on mistic.
Tuesday last, and favored those presThe funeral occurred at 10 o’clock
IMonday morning, the entire student
ent with a vocal solo.
Remember that the Bureau of Print
body of the Helena High School, of
THOMAS COTTER.
(ng does the best work in town.

In the matter of admitting high
school students to universities, Mon
tana leads in a new idea. Heretofore
it was necessary for a student to take
special specified work and only that
work. Now a student, under Montana’s
system, may take only 19 credits of
specified work and get the other six
in whatever subjects appeal to him the
most. Several of the large eastern in
stitutions are about to follow Mon
tana's lead.

,

Lange was well known at the University, having been a visitor here on
•several occasions. He was a member
Iof the Helena high school football team
|which, played Missoula here last fall; he
also placed in the high hurdles at the
j Interscholastic Meet, held here last
IMay. He was a pleasant person to
meet and was considered to be one of
the coming athletes in Montana collegiate circles.
------------------------------Arthur Bishop, ’ ll, land examiner
for .the Northern Pacific railway, was
in the city last week.

